Ultrasonic imaging of displacements inside objects induced by continuously applied fluctuating acoustic radiation forces
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One possible way to evaluate acupuncture therapy quantitatively is to measure the change in the elastic property of muscle after application of the therapy. Many studies have been conducted to measure mechanical properties of tissues using ultrasound-induced acoustic radiation force. To assess mechanical properties, strain must be generated in an object. However, a single radiation force is not effective because it mainly generates translational motion when the object is much harder than the surrounding medium. In the present study, two cyclic radiation forces are simultaneously applied to a muscle phantom from two opposite horizontal directions so that the object is cyclically compressed in the horizontal direction. By the horizontal compression, the object is expanded vertically based on its incompressibility. The resultant vertical displacement is measured using another ultrasound pulse. Two ultrasonic transducers for actuation were both driven by the sum of two continuous sinusoidal signals at two slightly different frequencies (1 MHz and (1 M+5) Hz). The displacement of several micrometers in amplitude, which fluctuated at 5 Hz, was measured by the ultrasonic phased tracking method. Increase in thickness inside the object was observed just when acoustic radiation forces increased. Such changes in thickness correspond to vertical expansion due to horizontal compression.

1 Introduction

Acupuncture was first used more than 2,000 years ago and has been developed based on the results of experience. However, the mechanism by which acupuncture therapy works is not clearly understood. Therefore, the quantitative evaluation of acupuncture therapy is important and the measurement of changes in elastic properties of muscle due to treatments is one of the strategies for quantitative evaluation of the therapy. When acupuncture is effective, the elastic modulus of muscle after acupuncture therapy decreases compared with that before therapy.

Recently, some remote actuation methods based on acoustic radiation forces have been reported. Fatemi and Greenleaf proposed an imaging modality that uses the acoustic response of an object to a localized dynamic radiation force [1, 2]. The radiation force produces an acoustic emission which is closely related to the mechanical frequency response of the medium. By measuring the acoustic emission with a hydrophone, hard inclusions such as calcified tissues in soft material were detected experimentally. The spatial resolution in the depth direction corresponds to the size of the intersectional area of ultrasound beams at two different frequencies.

Nightingale et al. proposed an alternative imaging method in which focused ultrasound is employed to apply the radiation force to soft tissue for short durations (less than 1 ms). The viscoelastic properties of the tissue were investigated from the magnitude of the transient response, which was measured as the displacement, \( d(t) \), of the tissue [3]. In order to generate measurable \( d(t) \) using several ultrasonic pulses, high-intensity pulsed ultrasound (1,000 W/cm\(^2\)) was employed. According to safety guidelines for the use of ultrasound, the intensity is recommended to be below 240 mW/cm\(^2\) for pulsed waves and 1 W/cm\(^2\) for the continuous waves [4]. Therefore, the intensity of the pulsed ultrasound employed by Nightingale et al. would be far greater than that indicated in the safety guidelines.

As described above, acoustic radiation force has possibilities for use in the measurement of mechanical properties of tissues. However, a single acoustic radiation force does not generate strain in an object effectively because it primarily produces a change in the object’s position which has zero spatial gradient in displacement (no strain). Specifically when the elastic modulus of the object is far greater than that of the surrounding medium, a single acoustic radiation force may generate only a change in the position of the object. To effectively generate strain in the object, Hasegawa et al. used two acoustic radiation forces [5]. A set of cyclically oscillating acoustic radiation forces induced by two ultrasounds at frequencies \( f \) and \( f + \Delta f \) were simultaneously applied to two different positions in the object from two different directions. In this case, two ultrasound beams crossed each other at certain depth from the surface as shown in Fig. 1, and the shadowed region that is compressed horizontally corresponded to the generation of strain.

![Illustration of acoustic radiation forces generated by two ultrasound beams](image)

In our previous studies [6, 5], ultrasound at 1 MHz and 5 MHz was used for actuation and measurement, respectively. Therefore, irradiation of ultrasound for actuation needed to be stopped during transmission and reception of ultrasound for measurement because the frequencies of these two ultrasounds is insufficiently different, and it is difficult to separate them by filtering. In this study, continuous ultrasound for actuation was used to obtain a larger amplitude of displacement in comparison with that in previous studies. In order to separate the pulsed ultrasound for the measurement from the continuous ultrasound for actuation by filtering, high-frequency ultrasound was employed (center frequency: 16 MHz) for measurement of displacements [11]. Using this newly developed experimental system, an object was stably actuated by two acoustic radiation forces with a larger amplitude, and the change in thickness (= strain) inside the object was imaged at a high spatial resolution by the ultrasonic phased tracking method [7, 8].
2 Principles

When ultrasound propagates in a medium (density: \( \rho_1 \), sound speed: \( c_1 \)), a constant force is generated in the direction of propagation. This force is called the acoustic radiation force [9]. The acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_R(t) \), is defined as the acoustic radiation force per unit area as follows:

\[
P_R(t) = (1 + R^2)e(t),
\]

where \( R \) and \( e(t) \) are the pressure reflection coefficient and the energy density at the interface between the medium and object, respectively. In eq. (1), the transmitted wave is assumed to be perfectly absorbed by the object. Using the densities, \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \), and sound speed, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), of the medium, the reflection coefficient, \( R \), and the energy density, \( e(t) \), are defined by

\[
R = \frac{Z_2 - Z_1}{Z_2 + Z_1} = \frac{\rho_2 c_2 - \rho_1 c_1}{\rho_2 c_2 + \rho_1 c_1},
\]

\[
e(t) = \frac{1}{\rho_1 c_1} [p(t)]^2.
\]

For example, the speed of sound in muscle and fat are 1,568 and 1,465 m/s, respectively. By assuming densities of these tissues to be 1.0 \( \times \) 10^3 kg/m^3, the reflection coefficient \( R \) is 0.034. Thus, the square of the reflection coefficient, \( R^2 \), is assumed to be zero. The energy density, \( e(t) \), of the incident wave is proportional to the square of the sound pressure, \( p(t) \), of the ultrasound beam. When two ultrasound waves with the same sound pressure, \( p_0 \), at slightly different frequencies, \( f \) and \( f + \Delta f \), are crossed each other, an acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_R(t) \), which fluctuates at the frequency difference, \( \Delta f \), is generated in the intersectional area. In this case, the sound pressure, \( p_{sum}(t) \), in the intersectional area is expressed as follows:

\[
p_{sum}(t) = p_0 \cos 2\pi ft + p_0 \cos 2\pi (f + \Delta f)t,
\]

and the energy density, \( e(t) \), is given by

\[
e(t) = \frac{1}{\rho_1 c_1} [p_{sum}(t)]^2 = \frac{1}{\rho_1 c_1} [p_0 \cos 2\pi ft + p_0 \cos 2\pi (f + \Delta f)t]^2
\]

\[= \frac{p_0^2}{\rho_1 c_1} [1 + \cos 2\pi \Delta ft + \cos 2\pi (2f + \Delta f)t] + \frac{1}{2} \cos 4\pi ft + \frac{1}{2} \cos 4\pi (f + \Delta f)t].
\]

From the second term on the right-hand side of eq. (5), it is found that the energy density, \( e(t) \), has a component at the frequency difference \( \Delta f \). With respect to the low-frequency component, the acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_R(t) \), acting on the interface is given by

\[
P_R(t) = (1 + R^2) \frac{p_0^2}{\rho_1 c_1^2} (1 + \cos 2\pi ft)
\]

\[\simeq \frac{p_0^2}{\rho_1 c_1^2} (1 + \cos 2\pi \Delta ft).
\]

To improve the spatial resolution in measurements of the response of an object, an ultrasound correlation-based method, the ultrasonic phased tracking method, is used to measure the minute displacement, \( d(t) \), caused by the acoustic radiation force [6]. The accuracy of the displacement measurement by the phased tracking method was determined to be 0.2 \( \mu \)m by basic experiments using a rubber plate [10].

3 Experimental Methods

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to measure the displacement distribution at a high spatial resolution, we employed ultrasonic diagnostic equipment (Dynamic Imaging DIASUS) with a linear probe (center frequency: 16 MHz). The equipment was modified to detect minute displacement in the object by the ultrasonic phased tracking method. A homogeneous object made of gel (45 \( \times \) 45 \( \times \) 17 mm^3, static elastic modulus \( E_s \): 6.3 kPa, containing 5% carbon powder by weight to provide sufficient scattering) was placed in a water tank as shown in Fig. 2. To apply radiation pressures \( P_{R1}(t) \) and \( P_{R2}(t) \), two concave ultrasonic transducers were employed. Each concave ultrasonic transducer (center frequency: 1 MHz, focal length: 52 mm) was driven by the sum of two continuous waves (CWs) at two slightly different frequencies of 1 MHz and 1 MHz + 5 Hz. The resultant ultrasound beam was focused 50 mm away from the surface of the transducer, and the focal point was set at the top surface of the object at 25° in beam angle from the horizontal direction.

![Figure 2: Experimental setup for measurement of the displacement of an object cyclically actuated by ultrasound.](image)

Ultrasound signals for actuation (around 1 MHz) received by the linear-array probe were filtered to estimate the displacement distribution using only the pulsed ultrasound for measurement (center frequency: 16 MHz).
4 Results

4.1 Displacement at the boundary of oil and water

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the interface between oil and water was measured with ultrasound because the interface of liquids is easily actuated in large amplitude, and the actuated region can be easily identified. In this experiment, beam angles of two ultrasound waves for actuation were set to 25°, and the distance between two focal points was set to 16 mm. The width, \( \Delta z_p \), at half maximum of the sound pressure was determined to be about 2.5 mm along the \( x \)-axis (\( z = 52 \) mm) by measuring the sound field produced by a transducer with a hydrophone.

Figure 4 shows the measured displacement at each beam position during a cycle of acoustic radiation forces. The time of the measured displacement relative to acoustic radiation forces is shown in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 4(a), measured displacements are superimposed on the B-mode images using a color code shown in the bottom of Fig. 4. Blue and red correspond to downward and upward displacements of the interface, respectively.

![Figure 3: Measurement of the interface between oil and water actuated by radiation forces.](image)

**Figure 3:** Measurement of the interface between oil and water actuated by radiation forces.

![Figure 4: (a) Displacement distribution at the interface between oil and water successfully obtained every 50 ms during one cycle of the actuation from the top panel to the bottom panel. (b) Acoustic radiation force during the same period.](image)

**Figure 4:** (a) Displacement distribution at the interface between oil and water successfully obtained every 50 ms during one cycle of the actuation from the top panel to the bottom panel. (b) Acoustic radiation force during the same period.

4.2 Measurement of Displacements inside the object

When two acoustic radiation forces were applied to two different positions in the object from two different directions, acoustic radiation forces overlap inside an object made of gel. The spatial distribution of displacements inside the object was measured with ultrasound. In this experiment, the distance between two focal points was set to 0 and 8 mm. Figure 5(a) shows an M-mode image of the object along the \( z \)-axis at the center (\( x = 0 \)) of two focal points. In Fig. 5, the distance between two focal points was set to 0 mm. Acoustic radiation pressures, \( P_{R1}(t) \) and \( P_{R2}(t) \), shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) were calculated based on eq. (6) as follows: The density, \( \rho_2 \), and the sound speed, \( v_2 \), of the object were measured as \( 1.1 \times 10^3 \) kg/m\(^3\) and \( 1.47 \times 10^3 \) m/s, respectively, and the pressure reflection coefficient, \( R \), and the energy reflection coefficient, \( R^2 \), were calculated as 0.038 and 0.0014 (\( \approx 0 \)) respectively, using eq. (2). In this study, by assuming the object to be a totally absorbing material, the acoustic radiation pressures, \( P_{R1}(t) \) and \( P_{R2}(t) \), were calculated based on eq. (6). By measuring the acoustic field of the ultrasound for actuation with a hydrophone (Force Institute, MH-28-10), the amplitude of the focused sound pressure of \( p_0 \) was obtained.

The vibration velocities, \( \{v_z(t)\} \), at beam position \( x = 0 \) and depths \( z = 0 \) mm (surface) and 1.5 mm within the object actuated by the acoustic radiation force were measured by the ultrasonic phased tracking method, as shown in Fig. 5(d). By integrating velocities \( \{v_z(t)\} \), the displacements, \( \{d_z(t)\} \), at the depths \( z = 0 \) mm and 1.5 mm were obtained as shown in Fig. 5(e). It was found that the object was cyclically actuated at the frequency difference \( \Delta f = 5 \) Hz at an amplitude of 1.5 \( \mu \)m.

![Figure 5: (a) M-mode image of an object. (b) Acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_{R1}(t) \). (c) Acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_{R2}(t) \). (d) Vibration velocities at 0 and 1.5 mm from the surface. (e) Displacements at 0 and 1.5 mm from the surface.](image)

**Figure 5:** (a) M-mode image of an object. (b) Acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_{R1}(t) \). (c) Acoustic radiation pressure, \( P_{R2}(t) \). (d) Vibration velocities at 0 and 1.5 mm from the surface. (e) Displacements at 0 and 1.5 mm from the surface.

By applying the ultrasonic phased tracking method at every sampled points from the surface to 3 mm deep within the object, the spatial distributions of displace-
ments, \( \{d_{x,z}(t)\} \), were measured. Moreover, changes in thickness (strain), \( \{\Delta h_{x,z}(t)\} \), were obtained as the spatial gradient of displacements calculated by applying the least-squares method to the displacement distribution in every region with a width of 1.5 mm in the depth direction. Spatially random variation of displacements was large, and it was difficult to obtain the change in thickness from the difference between the displacements of two points.

In Fig. 8(b), in spite of the fact that acoustic radiation forces intersected at the surface. Therefore, in a region slightly more than a deep region because two acoustic radiation forces increased. The region around the midpoint between two focal points thickened when the applied acoustic radiation forces increased. This result suggests that the object is actually compressed in the horizontal direction and is expanded in the vertical direction due to its incompressibility. From these results, it was found that strain inside the object was successfully generated specifically around the midpoint between two focal points.

**4.3 In vitro measurements of porcine liver**

An in vitro experiment using porcine liver, which is softer than silicone gel, was conducted. In this experiment, the distance between two focal points is set at 8 mm, and acoustic radiation forces were applied at a low intensity of 6 Pa compared with the basic experiments using silicone gel (about 1/5 of the intensity). This intensity complies with the safety standards for ultrasound.

Figure 8(a) shows a B-mode image of the porcine liver. There was an artery in the region which is surrounded by the red rectangle in Fig. 8(a). Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show the spatial distributions of displacements \( \{d_{x,z}(t)\} \) and strains (changes in thickness) \( \{\Delta h_{x,z}(t)\} \) along each beam during a cycle of acoustic radiation forces shown by color codes indicated in the bottom of these figures. The dashed lines in Fig. 8(d) show the time when each distribution is displayed.

In Fig. 8(b), in spite of the fact that acoustic radia-
The shear modulus, $G$, became thin when overall downward displacements were generated in the region over the blood vessel. The region the propagation speed of a shear wave. This result shows that it is possible to evaluate elasticity from which is similar to that reported in literature [12]. This method could be useful for the measurement of elastic properties of tissues, for example, liver and breast tissue, which require an external force to be deformed.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the spatial distributions of displacements and changes in thickness inside an object were generated by two acoustic radiation forces and they were measured by the ultrasonic phased tracking method. It was shown that strain could be generated using two acoustic radiation forces. These results show the potential of the proposed method for evaluation of the change in elastic spatial properties of muscle. Moreover, this method could be useful for the measurement of elastic properties of tissues, for example, liver and breast tissue, which require an external force to be deformed.
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